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RESEARCH DISTRIBUTION ENTITLEMENTS, THE SELL-SIDE VIEW

Thomson Reuters carried out a short survey of sell-side research departments recently
to delve into a number of issues regarding how sell-side research organizations entitle
their buy-side clients. 144 research organizations of various size and scale participated in
the survey. Of these, nearly a third does not restrict the buy-side’s access to their written
research at all. Here are a selection of the results and conclusions from the survey.

4%

Should buy-side firms, who are not your clients, be able to purchase
access to your written research content on a Pay-to-View (P2V) basis?

17%

We currently do provide P2V access to non-client IM users

47%

We do not provide P2V access but think that it should be available in ‘real-time’
 We do not provide P2V access but think it should be available on an ‘embargoed’ basis

22%
 We do not offer P2V access and do not think that it should be offered to non-clients
 We do not provide P2V access but don’t know if it should be offered

10%

•

Of the brokers that do actively mange
research entitlements many (47%)
already have arrangements in place to
allow non-clients to purchase access to
their research. This includes two-thirds
of respondents from global firms, twothirds of respondents from Asia, half of
respondents from EMEA and a third of
those from the Americas.

•

About a third of respondents who
do manage the buy-side’s access to
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research content are not currently
providing P2V access but think that
it should actually be available, either
in real-time or, more popularly, on an
embargoed (or delayed) basis. Realtime access would be more valuable to
the buy-side and should be priced to
reflect that. Embargoed access would
provide valuable marketing for a broker
whilst preserving the value of real-time
access to full service clients.

•

Thomson Reuters offers an excellent
platform for the potential monetisation
of your written research content amongst
the buy-side community beyond your
immediate client base. Please reach
out to us if you would like to work more
closely with Thomson Reuters on
selling your research reports directly
to the buy-side.
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If you had more granular control over entitlement to your written research content would you consider entitling other
user groups beyond your existing buy-side clients?
ALL RESPONDENTS
45%
38%

35%

31%

3%
Buy-side users
not already eligible

•

•

Corporate
Executives

About two-thirds of respondents who
currently control access to their research
content said they would consider
entitling users who were not part of
their core buy-side client base if they
have more granular control.
In addition to their existing clients
respondents are interested in entitling
non-client buy-side firms as well

5%

30%

Corporate Investor
Relations

The Press

as corporate users (both Investor
Relations and corporate executives)
and members of the press.
•

By being able to control what content
is available to which users under
what conditions (for example a delay)
research organizations would have the
ability to maximise the effectiveness of
their research distribution by targeting

Other

content at users that add to the research
process, such as corporate IRs, or to
those that provide marketing exposure,
such as the press.
•

The Thomson Reuters footprint in these
communities is ideally placed to help
you reach these audiences.

In order to increase the profile of your research content would you want
to be able to entitle non-clients to parts of your documents in order to
generate interest (and potentially a sales lead) without providing full
access to the underlying content?
 Yes, headline and synopsis or first-page summary

36%
 Yes, headline only
 Yes, headline and full first-page
 Yes, headline, synopsis and full first-page

17%
6%

6%

•

Of the respondents who do manage
access to their content nearly 60%
see the ability to provide some form of
“teaser” to non-clients as a meaningful
way to increase their marketing exposure.

•

There are several different views on
the amount of content that should be
made available to these users but it is
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No, they should see nothing
 Don’t know/Not sure

clear that many brokers are interested
in increasing their exposure to potential
clients as a way of increasing their
contacts within the buy-side. This
group includes half of the respondents
from the global firms, two-thirds of
respondents from EMEA and about half
of those from Asia and the Americas.

•

Thomson Reuters is well placed
to provide this increased level of
marketing exposure and will be
introducing new capabilities that allow
sell-sides to do just that if they wish.

To download the full survey please click here (PDF document).
Survey results compiled by Simon Dawson, simon.dawson@thomsonreuters.com
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THOMSON REUTERS EXTEL

The Thomson Reuters Extel survey is well known for detailed rankings and ratings of brokerage firms and analysts, but it also provides
much more underlying data. In the 2011 Extel Europe study, 5,900 portfolio managers and buy-side analysts gave their views on what
they really found valuable in sell-side research and advisory. The responses came from investment management industry participants
in Europe.

Sell-side news point – what does the buy-side value?

The challenge of ‘how do you make research pay’ may have become a tired cliché – but it remains a challenge. There are many issues
involved in coming up with a sustainable solution to the question, and one of these has to be getting as clear a perspective as possible
on what parts of the research service the buy-side truly values, and how that aligns with the service your own analysts are delivering.

What the buy-side values in sell-side research and advisory – Extel 2011
% rating important/very important
91%
80%

75%
59%

Independent
Thinking

Direct Analysis
Contact

Top of the list is independent thinking –
with over 90% of the buy-side rating that
as important or very important to them.
This aligns with the sense that the buy-side
is looking for ideas and insights from
brokers that add to their sum of knowledge,
and may stimulate a different way of
looking at a sector or a stock. Of course,
‘twas ever thus’, and every Extel study since
inception nearly 40 years ago would echo
this desire from the buy-side. What is more
recent is the appetite amongst the buy-side
for ‘alternative research’. Don’t misconstrue
that to mean they want to use boutiques
more, and mainstream brokers less. To an
extent of course, asset managers do want
that, but it is because they want intelligent,
well-constructed and uncommon thoughts
and interactions in all parts of the service
they receive.

Corporate Access

Ongoing Client/
Sales Service

57%

51%

Trade Ideas

Wide Coverage
of Stocks

47%

Expert Panels/
Networks

On corporate access, the value here
is something we see expressed across
our interactions with the investment
community. Investors are looking to dig
deeper – with demand increasing for
divisional director meetings; the service is
now appearing specifically acknowledged
in broker reviews; and the competition to
deliver compelling broker conference lineups has probably never been fiercer.

This data is just the very tip of the new
Extel Market Trends service that will be
available in early 2012. This new service
will let clients assess the relative value of
service components across research, sales,
trading, mid and small caps, strategy and
macro, corporate access and more. Clients
will be able to view overall ratings and
ratings by sector; plus by geography, fund
type and size of asset management firms.

The other service attributes are all
noticeably lower rated, with perhaps
the most noteworthy point being the
comparatively lesser importance attached
to stock coverage – as analyst team sizes
have declined, by and large stock coverage
has not done in tandem, yet it would seem
the buy-side do not place such stress on
amount of coverage. Click here for the full
details on each attribute rating.

As well, the Extel Market Trends data is
linked to Extel voting, enabling clients to see
the composite ratings of the buy-side that
voted for them in any sector, and compare
that with any other selected brokerage firms,
and with market averages. Initially covering
the pan-European markets, Extel Market
Trends will be freely provided to all clients
for 2011 trends, and then be part of the
Extel Europe 2012 results in June 2012.

The next two most valued qualities/
services are direct analyst contact (tell me
what you really think, not just what you’ve
written); and corporate access (get me in
front of management so I can ask clever
questions to unlock hidden value).

By Steve Kelly, steve.kelly@thomsonreuters.com
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To know more – go to www.extelsurveys.com or contact Thomson Reuters Extel on
+44 20 7542 7700 or email extelsurveys@thomsonreuters.com
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THOMSON REUTERS ON DEMAND

Thomson Reuters On Demand provides you with a cost-effective way to take advantage of our extensive content, data, and analytics.
You simply purchase customized reports delivered to your email in-box by our team of expert analysts. The service offers you access
to the largest repository of company SEC and International filings in the industry, featuring 17+ million documents from over 50,000
companies, worldwide. The majority of these hard-to-find documents can be emailed to you within hours of placing your order.
Our solutions tailor madefor Sell-Side Research
workflows include:
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•

Historical Filings from
the SEC and other
international sources
back to the 1960s

•

Third Party Document
and Information
Retrieval confidential
information retrieval
in multiple languages

•

Events Transcripts,
Briefs covering
corporate disclosure
and brokerage events.

Visit us at http://dmi.thomsonreuters.com/OnDemand or
email us at trondemand@thomsonreuters.com to learn more.
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REUTERS SUMMITS

Reuters Summits provide clients with unparalleled access to breaking news and views from the experts in key industries, markets and
countries. Top CEOs, central bank heads, major investors, government leaders and regulators talk with our team of reporters in closed
sessions worldwide during more than 30 Summits a year – resulting in exclusive news stories, videos, blog postings and other news
items. Often these stories have market impact, whether on individual securities, sectors or the wider markets.

Our desktop customers get exclusive, direct
and instant access to unique content from
Reuters Summits. These news stories, views and
commentaries are posted subsequently on reuters.
com/summits. Transcripts from Reuters Summits
are also available to clients who have access to
Thomson Reuters StreetEvents.

HOW CAN I BENEFIT FROM REUTERS SUMMITS:
•

Trade off of exclusive breaking news from top company CEOs, regulators,
politicians and investors. Reuters Summits are a direct link to the
newsmakers that move markets.

•

Get a complete global multimedia package and picture of the key
themes in a particular industry or emerging market in one place over
3-6 days.

•

Use Reuters Summits as a research tool for your next pitch to clients,
using the intelligence provided on which companies are planning to
do what when.

•

Get a wider macro-economic view from industry leaders about the
prospects for a sector and the economy.

•

Use the audio and video from the summits to do a deeper analysis on
an investment prospect.

Click here to view the NEW 2012 Calendar.
View the NEW Reuters Summits Video
Live recordings of most Summits will be available
exclusively through Reuters Insider- a new
multimedia platform delivering relevant news,
analysis and trade ideas presented through
a personalized video experience. For more
information, visit http://etv.thomsonreuters.com
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For more information, read about Reuters Summits at: http://reuters.com/summits
or email Nina Andrikian at nina.andrikian@thomsonreuters.com to learn more.
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